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Too many food businesses opened and then closed too fast, after months, not years. 
And closures have been an equal-opportunity phenomenon, worldwide.

Social media, the stratosphere of 
influencers, make it seem like 
everything’s booming, but the 
places that are bubbling all the 
time you can count on one hand.

Businesses are 
undercapitalized because 
people completely 
underestimate what they’re 
going to need.

They chase replication instead of 
innovation, figuring a proven 
concept is safer than a new one, 
until they find themselves at the 
edge of a lake some will not be 
able to cross.

Negative working capital is 
actually a curse because in certain 
cases, it encourages a false sense 
of continuity and in the end, the 
small- medium suppliers become 
the collateral casualties.

People who pitch to investors had to present 
concepts where the graph runs bottom left to top 

right. Everything happened  on a PowerPoint before 
you’ve put one thing in a skillet.
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Pre Covid-19: Restaurants have always been a gamble, thanks to a trifecta of trouble that predates the common obstacles: 
Rent, food costs, and labor, known as hurdle costs because you can’t have a restaurant without paying them

TEETH
Store profitability* 

>10%

TORSO
Store profitability   

0-10%

TAIL
Store profitability           

< 0%

 19%.  32%.  49%.

* Outlet EBITDA%

In FY 2019-20, only 19% outlets delivered an EBITDA of 10% or more, half of our universe was negative. The Teeth to Sum of Torso and Tail ratio 
of  30:70 is considered an existential crisis, anything below 50% (Teeth) is considered a brewing risk. The decline  can be attributed to multiple 
factors - over-expansion, irrational occupancy cost, below average culinary standards, erratic new product development process, lack of training 
and sometimes hubris.

Store EBITDA Spread for FY 2019-20 

    Industry track of 69 brands spread across 32 cities. Formats include QSRs, Café/Tea brands and Casual Dining Restaurants, executed in 2019-20
    Dinosaur chart is TagTaste’s proprietary graphic tool, in use since 2016, we publish this chart once a year.

  

Only 0.7% restaurants that 
have been in existence for 
at least three years ever 

paid Income Tax.
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Covid-19 Phase
41% restaurants permanently shut down; casual dining and pubs are worst affected 

TEETH
Store profitability* 

>10%

TORSO
Store profitability   

0-10%

TAIL
Store profitability           

< 0%

 14%. 35%.  51%.

Surviving restaurants managed to cut down manning by 23% and are currently in the rent rebate period until March of 2021 (blended average of 
rebate works out to 23% of pre-pandemic levels); leading to store EBITDA upside of 5-6%. The store rental part is slowly getting reset to Pre 
Covid-19 levels, we don’t foresee manning cost getting reset to the Pre Covid-19 level because of permanent attrition to the extent of 16% but we 
do see HR cost to rise at 11% per annum from April onwards.

 

Store EBITDA Spread for September’20 to March’21 

    Industry track of 93 brands spread across 51 cities. Formats include QSRs, Café/Tea brands and Casual Dining Restaurants., executed in 2021 
    Dinosaur chart is TagTaste’s proprietary graphic tool, in use since 2016, we publish this chart once a year.

  

EBITDA: Earnings before interest, depreciation, 
and amortization of the surviving restaurants   
* Outlet EBITDA%
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Health of CPG Food: large/ MNC brands gained, emerging brands yet to stabilize   

TEETH
 Profitability*        

>10%

TORSO
Profitability         

0-10%

TAIL
Profitability                   

< 0%

 13%.  41%.  46%.

EBITDA: Earnings before interest, depreciation, 
amortization   
* Company EBITDA%

• Legacy driven Trust, Strong Balance Sheets, and Stable (conventional) distribution network worked well for large establishes brands

• Undifferentiated start-ups under pressure; ‘Millennial’ driven  impulse categories declined whereas Start-ups with functional products are doing well

• Social Media click driven businesses suffered ad-cost spikes and volumes dipped

Industry track of 114 brands / companies, the reach extends from cities to rural areas.. 34% of the companies have contract packing arrangements.  
CPG industry segment is entitled to claim input tax credit on GST.

EBITDA Spread 2020-21 
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Restaurants: daily traffic (in-outlet plus delivery combined) got hit by 38% 
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    Industry track of 93 brands spread across 51 cities. Formats include QSRs, Café/Tea brands and Casual Dining Restaurants, executed in 2021 

    Dinosaur chart is TagTaste’s proprietary graphic tool, in use since 2016, we publish this chart once a year.

  

The acronym ‘QSR’ is losing it’s meaning



How has Covid-19 impacted food businesses?
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What has changed, for the longer term?

The old uncertainty — is my life boring? — has been replaced by new and bigger ones:

1. Who has the Ball Control?  Gen-Z as Adults, Millennials, Family Dynamic
2. Food is Equity, Nature, and Nutrition  (Normal is Boring)
3. Networks: One Helping Hand is worth Million Thumbs Ups
4. Delivery morphosis from ‘Special Service’ to a ‘Utility’ 
5. Definition of scale (is Quick Service Restaurant really Quick?)
6. Advantage India 



Demography, Families, and Community 

10 Photo Courtesy: John S.Dykes
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Covid-19 prompted people to not only Rediscover their Culinary Roots but also Embrace Diversity 

Scratch Cooking: 
India’s daily household ritual is America’s Innovation

Pizza:
Europe’s Staple is India’s newest passion. 
Pizza Dough, Passata, Cheese?

Pure Vegetarian versus Meat Analogues:
America leads in both
India’s Restaurants lag in veg-innovation but our      
Families are stepping up in a very interesting way.  
  



12 TagTaste Ethnography Survey of  820 people, Urban A+,  Income 18 lacs above, Smartphone and Car ownership , 23 cities coverage 

The decade of the “YOLD* - 
young old" begins

People turning 60 will not retire 
quietly into the background: India 

has nearly 110 million YOLDs. They 
have newer health consequences 

to deal with.

As per early indications, millennials suffered the most. Compounding 
their troubles, Millennials are, for now, disproportionate holders of the 
kind of positions disappearing the fastest: restaurant workers ,retail 
workers and gig and contract work, which is evaporating as the 
consumer economy grinds to a halt.

*Term YOLD has been coined by John Parker of The Economist 

Millennials Slammed by Second Financial Crisis Fall Even Further Behind



FAMILY OF 4, 
Middle Class+ 

Cook @HOME: Value

Vegetarian: Rs. 744/ day
Non-Vegetarian: Rs.1122/ day

Work from Home
Home Chefs +18%*
Home Bakers +260%*
*Business Growth over Pre-Covid period

Key Consumer Insights: Family regains control
Middle Class India  finally understood the restaurant – home grocery arbitrage  
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• The current price arbitrage between casual restaurant/delivery meal and home cooked meal is 4.5 times. People assume labor cost 
at home as negligible but they do consider transportation cost of getting to a restaurant as substantial.

• Social Commerce is emerging as the most ‘efficient’ home-delivery model

• Work from Home, Restricted Mobility and Limited Entertainment Options have severely impacted the optimism about future in 
       a negative way. 21% families have migrated to low-cost cohorts.

•    Family ties~ source of emotional support and financial pooling; spirituality on rise  

TagTaste Ethnography Survey of  820 people, Urban A+,  Income 18 lacs above, Smartphone and Car ownership , 23 cities coverage 



Moms- Dads and Our School Teachers are resetting the food configuration to 1980s pattern 

Shift in the axis of consumption from 
Millennials to Family

After 30 years, Moms regain control of what you eat, 
where you eat and when you eat 
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There are basically two reasons we eat. The first is to 
live; we respond to internal hunger and satiety cues to 
regulate our intake. That’s called Homeostatic Eating. 

We don’t just eat for sustenance. We also eat for 
pleasure — Hedonic Eating — and although the two 
kinds aren’t completely separate, they are governed in 
different ways. Hedonic eating involves the reward 
circuitry in our brain, and deliciousness takes satiety to 
the cleaners. The 40 to 70 percent of obesity that is 
thought to be heritable is operating primarily in 
deliciousness territory, not in metabolism territory.

TagTaste Ethnography Survey of  820 people, Urban A+,  Income 18 lacs above, Smartphone and Car ownership , 23 cities coverage 



‘Normal is always boring’ but that is where the success is..
That hasn’t changed much; most businesses continue to show tangential behavior, losses are imminent 
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EQUALITY

NUTRITION NATURE

22%                        31%                        20%  
Percentage mix of the total business                           

Historically, the scale and success in India was primarily driven by ingredients that represent 
EQUALITY,  what Now? 
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   Moong Dal             Potatoes           All Purpose Flour

Most of the listed companies in the Food CPG and 
Restaurant domain get bulk of their business from one
or combination of these ingredients. These ingredients
represent Equity (everybody eats them). Then there are 
of course single ingredient success stories such as tea 
leaves, basmati rice, and dairy etc. but they don’t 
command high P/E multiple. • Covid-19 has prompted families to seek nature and nutrition connect

• Equality (Equity) alone won’t be sufficient 

• Gen-Z would increasingly rate products that meet basic sustainability criteria

• Some of the categories have already come under ‘nutrition’ pressure 

• Impulse products like soft drinks, savory snacks and chocolates have started losing 
        pricing power. The current price elasticity for these sub-categories is showing a
        range of 1.12-1.15 as against historic average of 1.057  

        * Price-Coefficient (COGS / Market Price) represents the markup. For CPG, the same relates to distributor billing price and for restaurants, it relates to the menu price  
TagTaste Ethnography Survey of  820 people, Urban A+,  Income 18 lacs above, Smart Phone and Car ownership , 23 cities coverage 

Price-Coefficient*
CPG= 1.49

Restaurants= 2.64



For the first time ever, traditional products and impulse products have come under pressure 
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Boondi Ladoo 

Largest Selling SKU. 31% of the branded Sweet Segment. 42% of the annual sales happen on Tuesdays (Prayers)

Soft Drinks 

Global QSRs get 36% of their business gross margins from KO and PC.

Multiplexes get 21% of their total revenues and 30% of their total gross margins from Popcorns and Soft drinks 

After 70 years of patchy 
success, the role of Key 
Account Management,
in global brands is a big 
question mark.

TagTaste Ethnography Survey of  820 people, Urban A+,  Income 18 lacs above, Smart Phone and Car ownership , 23 cities coverage 

Covid-19 exposed the cracks in the 
system, Fountain dispensed drinks are not 
delivery friendly and cans offer miniscule 
margins. These $ driven Relationships are 
unlikely to sustain.



This is how consumers rank their brands in India (few examples, there are more but not too many) 

18 TagTaste Ethnography Survey of  820 people, Urban A+,  Income 18 lacs above, Smart Phone and Car ownership , 23 cities coverage 

OATLY (PLANT 
BASED MILK BRAND)
When one first-time 
drinker said “it tastes 
like shit!” the company 
printed the view on its 
cartons to start a 
conversation. 

In the coming years, 
Consumers in India 
are likely to evaluate 
their products and 
brands of choice on a 
much stricter scale 
than what they do 
now. 

Gen-Z is likely to bring 
in sustainability as 
one of the major 
criteria while making 
consumption choices.

TagTaste’s 
favorite 

E+N+N brands 
from across 

the world 
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Understanding of Price Elasticity forces is a necessity and not an option. McDonald’s does it best (learn)

*McAloo is available at two price points 39 at most places and 45 at captive locations such as airports.
 The numbers quoted above are the best estimates, collected over the past many years from industry sources and consumer validation studies. 

The Price Elasticity of McAloo, over its full cycle of existence, works out to 1.065; meaning that  a 10% price increase would cause a decline of 6.5% 
in its volume.

McAloo  is India’s largest Selling Restaurant 
SKU. FY’20 Sales: Rs. 470 cr. 
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TagTaste favorites: some of many India Origin Jewels that represent Equality, Nature, and Nutrition

*McAloo is available at two price points 39 at most places and 45 at captive locations such as airports.
 The numbers quoted above are the best estimates, collected over the past many years from industry sources and consumer validation studies. 

And many more that we don’t know of..
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Food in India has always been about-
Networks that have ‘Strong Human Interface’ on the ground

 



Food and Networks:
The world saw its first real physical network in 1930s-  water pipelines to homes

Everyone, rich and poor, is plugged into the same electricity, water, sewer, gas, and telephone network. The poor may only 
be able to afford to hook up years after the rich, but eventually they receive the same access.

Network inherently implies Equality 
The quality and resilience of networks got tested during peak-pandemic period; the outcome was far from acceptable.

The Rise and Fall of American Growth- Robert J. Gordon 

1931                                                                                     2005-2020

How to organize today for the networks of tomorrow?
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You can’t take          to Bank, we need networks that balance Efficiency with Resilience and Right Values
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Bees respond to pathogens by shutting 
down infected parts of the hive

According to Dunbar’s theory, people can ‘handle’ up to about 150 relationships – 
whether in early hunter-gatherer societies or the modern workplace

 TRY APPEALING TO EVERYONE, AND YOU END APPEALING TO NO ONE

 (Credit: Emmanuel Lafont)

India’s obsession with Anglo-Saxon Values,
and American Influence waning very fast.
Universal Human Values 
 
damaged

Get your first 150 Relationships Right; the number seems small but the challenge 
lies in finding fidelity, quality, and emotive connect in these relationships
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Understanding of India’s Network is key to success: 
Unilever, Coke, Pepsi, Nestle, ITC, Domino’s and the likes did it well but most still don’t understand..

*Goldman Sachs 2015, PRS India, and TagTaste 
 

Govt. 
employees and 
pensioners are 
the most stable 

consumption 
cluster, now and 

always..



Don’t make the mistake of dubbing India’s Vibrant Traditional Eateries as unorganized..
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They are most organized because-

1. Their Food is Real
2. They have efficient supply chain systems including provenance
3. Their food is consistent in a sort of natural way
4. Their customer service meets all the expectations
5. They understand Culinary Economics and hence Value for Money

And they make money and earn their livelihood, the owners are the soul of 
such businesses. Organized does not mean chain of branded stores, corporate 
overheads, fat salaries, no sustainability focus and EBITDA Negative

We can learn a lot 
from the Singapore’s 
model. 

Singapore’s hawker 
culture has been 
added to UNESCO’s 
list of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage of 
Humanity in 
December 2020. 

We need Micro Credit
and Customized 

IT Solutions

Street Food relevant equipment is a huge need and an opportunity; 
Mukunda (a start-up based out of Chennai) doing very well…
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Food-delivery and Take Away have been an age old 
practice in India, since 1950s

What is so different about Zomato and Swiggy?
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The new-age mathematics of India’s delivery machine is a multi-variable equation that only 
investment bankers understand.. Domino’s is the only exception

Delivery services in India are
now as ubiquitous as telecom
services. Ubiquity brings 
dense competition.

As per
current competitive conditions 
It is impossible for any brand to 
consistently deliver sales of more 
than Rs. 34,000/outlet/day  

Logistics and Market Place

Vertically Integrated Model

• Domino’s is India’s largest Delivery Brand
• Pizza and Biryani are considered as  the ‘most delivery friendly’ in 

terms of final sensory outcome for consumers
• More than 80% restaurant items are not delivery friendly
• Indian cuisine in general is delivery friendly except for crispy and deep 

fried categories

Cloud kitchen model

    Industry track of 93 brands spread across 51 cities. Formats include QSRs, Café/Tea brands and Casual Dining Restaurants, executed in 2021
Inc 42 media 
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Bermuda’s Triangle: Cloud Kitchen Segment 

Reality

5 km Radius

Population 
Float

580,000

Population Cohort: 600,000
NCR, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, 

Hyderabad, Kolkata   

   212 brands in
   every cohort

    TagTaste study of Gurgaon City: 43 brands including cloud kitchen , Aarogya Setu App, 430 consumers 

  

• ONLY 17% cloud kitchens are able to break even or do more, at the operating profit level

• Rebel Foods is the most experienced player in the cloud kitchen space, their strategy is based on 
making at least 5 out of their total portfolio of 11 brands work in every cloud kitchen location. A single 
cloud kitchen economics that involves up to 5 brands/formats can take 36-40 months before they start 
delivering profitability

• Network and Scale effects mean that Size begets Size, while Data and Knowledge can act as a barrier 

=

Top  selling 
categories 
include
Pizzas 
(because of
Domino’s),  
QSRs, 
Biryani, 
Bakery, Indian 
etc.



Well before COVID-19, Domino’s spoke about third-party delivery and the inevitable shakeout to come. In 60 years, the brand has never made a dollar 
delivering pizza, CEO Ritch Allison said Thursday during a conference call. It makes its money on the product, not the delivery itself, although it does 
charge an upfront fee, market-by-market. But that’s more of an offset strategy than a profit driver. “So we’re just not sure how others do it,” he said.

We presented this report to the global marquee clients of UBS on 24th of February, and the 
validation of our analyses came from none other than the high priest of delivery himself.. 

Source: QSR Magazine, USA
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For those of you reading this poem for the first time, the tale is simple.
Suppose some Humans in a well-functioning market economy prefer two 
quarters to one dollar because two is more than one. What happens to these 
quarter lovers? Are they harmed? The answer to these questions depend on 
how dumb the quarter lovers are. 

Well, Domino’s India clearly traded much more than four quarters to 
one dollar but the mathematics of new-age delivery model investors is beyond 
me. For now, consumers worldwide are enjoying the discounts and the service, 
and India is getting FDI too… 
  

Source: Nudge by Thaler and Sunstein , Poem pasted from Google

This poem by Shel Silverstein sums up the rationale behind the endless capital that is pouring into 
delivery-centric businesses.. 
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Understanding the dimensions of ‘Scale’ in India
Case Study: Dominance of Domino’s 
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Domino’s Dominance: takes time to build sustainable scale 

    UBS and TagTaste Study

USA Market :PPO
McDonald’s~23,719  
Domino’s~ 53,574

Year of IPO-  Debut at Rs 1,456 cr.
Market Cap on 19th Feb, 2021: Rs. 38,304 cr.
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Domino’s Dominance: Normal was never boring for this team 

    UBS and TagTaste Study  

Estimated investment in 
the market* ~ 2200-2300 cr.

Domino’s introduced 
Indians to Pizzas: EQUALITY

Economic Sustainability:  Real 
Estate, Food Cost & CAPEX 

Product Congruency:   
between dine-in and delivery
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Domino’s Dominance : Lessons for the industry

 TagTaste Analysis

The current mechanics of burger 
chains won’t allow capex payback within the 
first 4-5 years of operation. 

Burger Brands will have to fix their capex by  
bringing it down by 35-40% and also 
gain pricing power by rolling out newer but 
relevant products. The existing range is neither 
driving traffic nor price-premium.

• CAPEX and Food Cost Structure (with the right retail price co-efficient)  be such that they enable 30-36 months of payback 
• Food businesses need SOUL; be careful of the revolving door hired guns
• Efficiency and Deficiency run on parallel tracks; you fight everyday for the share of stomach
• $-eyes don’t work, penny-eyes outperform  
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Domino’s : what next?

Store Expansion: It will be difficult for Domino’s to grow beyond 1500 outlets; as per the current market conditions, 1500 is a natural 
market barrier. Domino’s is likely to face pressure from Oven Story (Rebel Foods) in 2021-22. As per Dunbar Hypothesis, as outlined in 
the earlier section, it is extremely complex for any efficient organization to directly control more than 1500 branches. Additionally, the 
‘equality aspect’ of Pizzas in semi-urban and rural area is yet to kick off. 

Sub-Franchising: Domino’s has a clear opportunity of planning and rolling out a well planned sub-franchise model. We are currently 
seeing emergence of a good number of potential entrepreneurs who wish to take up sub-franchise rights. These entrepreneurs are 
educated, experienced, committed, and have access to initial capital needed to start a business.   

Product Differentiation: it is still  an opportunity for Domino’s. The brand needs to start addressing the Nature and Nutrition 
aspects in their product portfolio. 
 
New Formats: The launches of Dunkin Donuts, Hong’s Kitchen, Ek Dum, and ChefBoss haven’t made any significant impact in the 
market place. To be successful, Jubilant Group will have to invest in right teams and right partners. 2021 is vastly different from 1990s. 
There is of course an opportunity to bring yet another brand from outside; here is a stack of five brands that have in-built India fit in their 
appeal, in order of their preference, from left to right.      

TagTaste Analysis
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ADVANTAGE INDIA

Insights: Food Pyramid Study 

We started this intensive ethnography exercise in June 2020, covering all the states of India to understand India’s 
eating preferences. We managed to involve kids/families  and had them plot their family’s/city’s/ state’s 
food-pyramids; this study is an ongoing track and we are thankful to IFCA for their support in judging the 
responses. So far, we have analyzed over 500 pyramids



India is rediscovering it’s roots faster than many other nations..

FLEXITARIAN Triggers                     
1) Animal Welfare 
2) Environment

TagTaste Ethnography Survey of 620 people, Urban A+,  Income 18 lacs above, Smartphone and Car ownership , 11 cities coverage
Food Pyramid Study 
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(%)
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We analyzed over 600 pyramids to study what India eats...
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We applied NOVA Ratings to the data we extracted out of these food-pyramids..

Group 1 - Unprocessed or minimally processed foods
Group 2 - Processed culinary ingredients
Group 3 - Processed foods
Group 4 - Ultra-processed food and drink products
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And this is how India Eats....

We will have to start 
preparing ourselves 

to reconfigure 
menus and 

formulations (CPG) 
for states with 

Nova-1 rating of  
15% and above
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India’s Culinary Future derives its strengths from it’s Culture, Traditions, 
Community, and Resilience

Yes, our response to carbon footprint reduction and animal welfare would be different from the developed world



It took millennia to domesticate macro-organisms, Decades to domesticate micro organism …

Rethinkx Research:2019

-The industrialization of animals and plants by Tyson, Cargill,
  Smithfield, Chicken Mother-lines (Cobb, Ross), Monsanto
  etc. led to the concentration of a multi-trillion dollar industry, 
  largely controlled by the developed countries    

- With climate change pressures building up, industrialization
  of  microorganisms is in full swing- Meat Analogues, Lab 
  Meats, Plant based milk, Heme enzyme- Beyond Meat etc. 

Precision Biology is the Next Frontier
India would leverage it in a different way
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Vegetarian formats will have to be more scientific (and yet be simple), India to lead the effort 

Inflammation

Oxidative Stress

Metabolism of Fat and Carbohydrates

Gut and Biome

Genetics

Bio-actives

Seasonal-Local Eating

While our individual genetic 
blueprint is unique, the 
principles of  Genomic applies 
to genes that all of us  
possess. 

Understanding of bio-actives 
was never so critical as it is 
today. Consumers would soon 
expect brands to deliver that 
in their offerings.

Hazelnuts are true nuts in the 
biological and culinary sense. They 
do not open as they ripen and are 
therefore classed as dehiscent. 
Almonds, for example, are in fact 
drupes, not nuts at all. Neither are 
cashews, pistachios and pine nuts. 

Cauliflower is a widely eaten veggie 
in India but the culinary-innovation 
around cauliflower is all happening 
outside of India.. 

Source: Genomic Kitchen by Amanda Archibald
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Combination of Genetics, Ayurveda and Ancestral Knowledge emerging as a huge opportunity..  

The field of nutrigenomics , 
genomics seen through the 
lens of nutrition science, 
helps us understand how 
specific nutrients and other 
non-nutritional compounds 
found in food influence gene 
activity, including how your 
DNA creates unique recipes 
for proteins. (This is not to be 
confused with nutrigenetics 
which explores how individual 
differences in our genes can, 
in turn, affect how we absorb 
and use food and the 
nutrients it contains.)  

Source: Dr. Mitali Mukerji, IGIB 
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India bracing up for Small Batch Production in the CPG Segment with Delivery as an Enabler   

Right-sugar/ Right-salt, No (Preservatives, Artificial Color, Chemicals) 
Obsession for Long-Shelf Life and Consistency is short lived 

Small Batch Cooking/ 
Manufacturing to 
become a common practice 
by 2023

Source: Gaurav Gairola, Tetra Pak 
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India needs to catch-up with the best in the world on label transparency and consumer data tracking   

With the third-party cookie facing imminent doom, brands are 
dangling free beer, burritos, special perks and even cold hard 
cash in exchange for consumers’ personal, first-party data. And 
it’s only just beginning. 

That’s why 88% of marketers say collecting and storing first-party 
data is a high priority during the next six to 12 months.

Want free beer? All it will cost you is your email address.

Some of the 
progressive
brands have 
started printing
Carbon-Labels
on their products.

All this and more 
appeals a lot to 
the Gen-Z.
 

Source: The drums.com 
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‘Water Tax’ is a reality. 
India likely to focus on Municipality 

controlled Water supply

A separate regulatory framework shall be drawn 
up, covering critical aspects like food-safety, 
commercial licenses for the delivery bikes etc.

Brands on a ‘crooked ladder’ (bad 
hygiene practices, false claims) 

shall be severely penalized 

Not an Option but a 
‘Necessity’. Legacy brands to 

come under pressure..

We have to brace up for new surprises (some pleasant, some not so…)

Royalty = GST 
Only Jubilant pays income tax. 
EVA of these brands beyond 

employment??

The possibility of culinary 
workers forming a union is real
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Gratitude 

This study has been conducted by TagTaste at it’s own cost and time. No part of this research, in part or whole, would 
ever be traded for any direct or indirect commercial benefit.  

Research Mode and Sources:

- Karen Stabiner insights published by The Counter.

- Images from WSJ, NYT, WP

- Our Restaurant ,CPG Partners and over 1,600 people from India who diligently shared their inputs 

- Chef Dr. Manjit Gill and Chef Dr. P Soundararajan – Indian Federation of Culinary Associations

- Dr. Mitali Mukerji (Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology)

- Genomic Kitchen: Dr. Amanda Archibald 

- IFCA and Mt. Carmel College (Home Science ) for the Pyramid Study

- Wazir for the field support

- Mr. Nitin Nagrale,  HPMF -Hospitality Purchase Managers’ Forum 
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Thanks for your time!
My tribute to Henry Mintzberg, who taught me at 
McGill. Here is a poem he wrote last week. 

Jaspal Sabharwal - jaspal@tagtaste.com - +91-9810360009

Akash Rana - akash.rana@tagtaste.com - +91-7011443249

mailto:jaspal@tagtaste.com
mailto:akash.rana@tagtaste.com


Annexure:
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A bit about ‘Precision Biology’ and ‘Precision Fermentation’

Rethinkx Research:2019

The driving force behind these new possibilities is PRECISION BIOLOGY. This encompasses the information and 
biotechnologies necessary to design and program cells and organisms, including Genetic Engineering, Synthetic Biology, 
Systems Biology, Metabolic Engineering, and Computational Biology.

In essence, Synthetic Biology has become engineering discipline. Just like software developers, synthetic biology can 
engineer biology to deliver quality, scalability, nutrition, taste, structure, and cost. 

For example, the cost of fully sequencing the first human genome was $1bn in 2000 and took 13 years. Today it takes just a 
few days and costs $1,000 and likely to touch $100. When we combine precision biology with the age-old process of 
fermentation, it is called Precision Fermentation 
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